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Baldwin’s new PREPAC® Advanced technologies decrease waste up to 50 percent, cut
cleaning cycles in half

Innovative cleaning cloth material and solvent formulas reduce environmental impact for offset printers
ST. LOUIS — Jan. 14, 2020 — Baldwin Technology Company Inc. has
announced innovations within its PREPAC® Advanced product line of
original cleaning consumables. Designed for newspaper, commercial web
and sheet-fed presses, the new technologies optimize production time by
shortening the cleaning cycle and minimizing waste.
All Baldwin original PREPAC consumables offer pre-impregnated wet cloth
rolls with high ink and lint absorption capacity, so printers can achieve
cleaning results that are 100 percent accurate with every run. The next
generation of PREPAC Advanced consumables features unique and
regionalized solvent formulas, as well as a new sophisticated cloth
material. Compared to other products on the market, Baldwin’s solutions
Tomas Anderbjer, President, Precision Applications, at Baldwin,
presents the new PREPAC Advanced, which features a uniquely decrease waste up to 50 percent and can cut cleaning cycles in half,
enabling up to 100 extra production hours annually.
designed cloth material and solvent formulas.
“Since its introduction in 1995, PREPAC has remained the top choice for pre-impregnated wet cloth rolls. If it’s not Baldwin, it’s not
PREPAC,” explained Tomas Anderbjer, President, Precision Applications, at Baldwin. “With the new PREPAC Advanced
consumables, Baldwin once again innovates blanket and impression cylinder cleaning for the print industry, providing technologies
that optimize productivity and decrease the impact on the environment.”
Baldwin is the world’s leading innovator of pre-impregnated wet cloth consumables and the inventor of PREPAC, an award-winning,
best-selling technology for 25 years. Thousands of customers use this highly efficient and eco-friendly product, and Baldwin
continuously delivers new innovations tailored for blanket and impression cylinder cleaning.
PREPAC® is a registered trademark owned by Baldwin Americas Corporation.
For more information, please contact:
Birger Hansson, Vice President, Business Development, Baldwin: birger.hansson@baldwintech.com or +46 70 581 17 91
ABOUT BALDWIN TECHNOLOGY COMPANY INC.
Baldwin Technology Company Inc. is a leading global manufacturer and supplier of innovative process-automation equipment, parts, service and
consumables for the printing, packaging, textile, plastic film extrusion and corrugated industries. As a total solutions provider, Baldwin offers our
customers a broad range of market-leading technologies, with a focus on improving the economic and environmental efficiency of production
processes. Through a global footprint of 21 company-owned locations and an extensive network of partners, our customers are supported
globally, regionally and locally by dedicated sales and service team members who add value by forming long-term relationships. Baldwin is
privately owned by BW Forsyth Partners, a Barry-Wehmiller company. For more, visit baldwintech.com.
ABOUT BW FORSYTH PARTNERS
BW Forsyth Partners is the investment arm of multibillion-dollar global manufacturing and engineering consulting firm Barry-Wehmiller.
Established in 2009, BW Forsyth Partners blends Barry-Wehmiller’s unparalleled legacy of value creation and people-centric culture development
with keen investing experience to help companies realize their true potential. With a focus limited to areas known well, BW Forsyth Partners
seeks to partner with leadership teams to acquire small- to middle-market companies in the capital and component equipment, and professional
services sectors. In each of our operating companies, BW Forsyth Partners deploys operational improvements and strategy development without
compromising the autonomy, strategic vision and entrepreneurial spirit of their leadership teams. For more information, visit bwforsyth.com.

